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l '1~c1. /rLJ.L E GRAM DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
AFRICAN AFFAIRS 
PAGE 91 2\1AS2Z 8191 923992 AF4954 
ACT I ON INR-99 
------------------------------------------------------------------
1NFO AFP-91 AS-91 XIH!l SF-91 ~E-91 PMA-91 ZU-92 ZF-91 
BY-91 !!Jt!!. WZ-91 XW2-91_ RCS-91 RWF-91 /915 A3 RS 
------------------------------------------------------------------
!NFO LOG-99 AF-99 EUR-99 TEDE-9t' /992W 
------------------A8A~BD H1452Z /38 
R 211448! FEB 95 
FM FBI S BRUSSELS BE 
TO FBI S RESTON V.~ 
CI~CUSNAVEUR LONDON UK//N2// 
AIC NORFOLK VA 
COP PSYOPGP FT BRAGG NC//ASOF-POG-SB/1 
FBIS RESTON VAl/MIL// 
FBI S RESTON VA// POL CHI/ 
CDRUSASO I C ~1ASH DC/ /D I S/1 
FBIS LONDON UK 
MARCORINTACT DET QUANTICO VA 
FAISA FT ORAGG NC 
DA AMHS WASHINGTON DC 
STORAGE CENTER FBI S RESTON VA 
DEF I NTAGNCY WASH DC 
1/0A WASHINGTON DC 
AF I SA AMHS BOLL I NG AFB DC 
AMEMBASSY BRUSSELS/ /POL// 
AMEMBASSY BRUSSELS/ /DAO// 
AMEMBASSY BRUSSELS/ /PR// 
SECSTATE \lASH I NGTOH DC/II Nq/IIECA// 
AMEMBASSY BUJUMBURA 
AMEMBASSY NAIROBI 
FBIS ABID.IAN IV 
FBIS MBABANE WZ 
MPC FT GEO G MEADE MD 
JAC MOLESIIORTH RAF MOLESWoqTH LIK//DOAM/1 
US SURVEY SEC SHAPE BE 
NA I C WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//T A 1// 
ACCT FBBR-EWDK 
IJNCLAS 7B/LD 
WARNING: ATTN CIFM 
SERIAL: BR2192144~9S 
COL1NTRY: BELGIUM 
SUBJ: MAGISTRATES TO PROV 1DE JUDICIAL ASSISTANCE TO P\IANDA 
SOURCE: BRUSSELS LA LIBRE BELGIQUE IN FRENCH 17 FEB P 7 
TEXT: 
II ((IJNATTRIBUTED REPORT: "BE4'IAN AID FOR RWANDA-- TO RESTORE 
.IUnl CE THROUGH THE FORMAT I ON OF P0'-1 CE~EN AND Mil't I STRATES"l l 
((FBI S TRANSLATED TEXTll ON THURSDAY ( (16 FEBRUARY! l, JUSTICE 
MINISTER MELCHIOR WATHELET ~ECEIJ(,~!.Q M~MQE!I.§,.Jlf...I.ll.£ .. ~~ 
POLICE WI!&' ARE t~ttglfll'l.L~G,,. I!LTHE. Til A I,NING"PROGRAM-F·Oft'RIIANDAN • t 
PO.!:..!.~~"~!'].AG ll!JMJ.l~· SOME OF THESE BELGIAN POL I CfMEN WILL FLY '1:1; 
TO KIGA1.1 ON 21! FEBRUARY. ...._ - - - . -
THE PROGifAfCiiorfKEb OUT IN COLLABORATION WITH RWANDAN JUSTICE 
MINISTEq N'KUBITO, MUST RECON.:ii6U~T JHE ENTIRE JUDICIAl AeeA!lAJ'.I*-
WHICH WAS TOTALLY DESTROYED IN LAST YEAR'S GENOCIDE. NO 
INFRASlqUCTURE I-IHATSOEVER QEMAINS AND THE COURTS' STAFFS HAVE BEEN 
REDUCED TO SOME 3111 PERCENT OF ITS INI'IAL SIZE. T~ING 
PROGRAM WILL BE IN TWO P8RI§._ FROM LATE FEBRUARY THROUGH MAqCH 159 
RWANDANSiiHO HAVE AT.TENDED A Jl'DICIAL TRAINING SINCE EARLY JANUi"'ifY 
Ill LL "'l'f-I'I'ISTR'Ot'f~~ft!iliT.fO~JE'[Hjl'L~lf!J:iiiliiUlliioF, 
THE BEl~ I AN JUDICIAl POLl CE. THEREAFTER, FRO~=P.-1'8\.l,~lllROU.Gii-Al!GgST, 
RWAN,~~,NJ!~GJSTRATES .. WJ LL--BE. . .JR/11 NED. 
THIS I NFORMAT I OH CONF I R'IS BEL G I U'1' S SUPPORT TO THE R\IANDA~ 
211452Z 8191 92.39~2 AF4954 
NATIONAL RECONCILIAT'ON PROCESS. THE IDENTIFICATION AND THE TRIAL 
OF THE PERPETP.ATORS, A~THORS AND ACCOMPLICES OF THE GENOCIDE (SOME 
15 988 I NO I 'I I DUALS ARE IN PRE VENTi iJr tm'ENtroNl ARE"immffMOIJSrv-"""" c~lis TH£..~t!PJJ.IQ31FC!l..UC'.!io~_[ott*TLc.ruifu:RY:.s_ ' 
RE~ROCESS. 
THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND 
DISSEMINATION IS pqoHIBITED W1THOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT 
OWNERS. 
IENDALLl 17 FE'B LR/ROBBROEC~X/S~ 21/l451Z FEB WC 124 
IINr.l A~~ I r= I r=n 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
INCOMING 
TELEGRAM UNCLASSIFIED J~u 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
AFRICAN AFFAIRS 
PAGE 01 J715!3Z 7681 022803 AF2943 
ACTION INR-Dfl 
INFO AFP-01 AS-OJ XYA-02 PMA-01 l.F-1!1 CG-91 !!1.::.Ql I V-0' 
RCS-01 /010 A2 JT 
INFO lOG-00 AF-1!0 EUR-fl0 TEDE-00 
------------------A7F145 
P 1715!3Z FEB 95 
FM FBIS BRUSSELS Br 
TO FBIS RESTON VA 
CINCUSNAVEUR lONDON UK//N21/ 
ACCIS lANGlEY AFB \lA 
USCOMS0 1.ANT 
UTAIS RAMSTEIN AB GE//INOWI/ 
AIC NORFOLK VA 
CDR PSYOPGP FT BRAGG NC//ASOF-POG-SB// 
FBIS RESTON VA//POLCH/1 
DIRNAVCRIMINVSERV WASHINGTON DC 
CDRUSASOIC YASH DC//DIS// 
FBIS LO~DON UK 
ONI WASHINGTON DC//214// 
MARCORINTACT DET QUANTICO VA 
FAISA FT BRAGG NC 
DA AMHS WASH I NGTQN DC 
STORAGE CENTER FBIS RESTON VA 
DEFINTASNCY WASH DC 
'IDA WASHINGTON DC 
AFISA AMHS BOLliNG AFB DC 
AMEMBASSY BRUSSELS//POl// 
AMEMBASSY BRUSSElS//DAO// 
AMEMBASSY BRUSSELS/ /PR/ I 
SECSTATE \·/ASH I NGTON OC/ I I N~/IIECA/ I 
US I A WASH 1 NGTON DC//P /R// 
AMEMBASSY BUJUMBURA 
AMEMBASSY KINSHASA 
MLO ROME ITAlY 
FBIS ABIDJAN IV 
MPC FT SEO G MEADE MD 
USCINCEUR INTEL VAIHINGEN GE 
JAC MOLESWORTH RAF MOLESWORTH UK//DOAM// 
JAC MOLESHORTH RAF MOLESWORTH l1K 
US SURVEY SEC SHAPF BE 
UC I RF A1JGSBURG GE 
NAIC WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//TAI// 
SHAPE 8'://PIO// 
ACCT FBBR-U1DK 
IJNCLAS 7AA /LD 
!IAPNING: ATTN CIFM 
SEP I Al: BR170211D95 
C0l1NTRY: 1 IHERNAT I ONAL AFFAIRS 
/002W 
t7l513Z ns 
SUBJ: BELGIAN FM ON ZAIRE, BURUNDI REFUGEE CONFERENCF 
REF: BR1612141795 BRUSSELS BRTN-TV2 TELEVISION NETWORK DUTCH 
152181! --BELGIAN FM 0N IRAQ 1 EMBARGO, AFRICA, RELATION,. 
l.fl TH U. <;, 
SO~RCE: BRUSSELS BRTN-TVI TELEVISI~N NETWORK IN DUTCH IBJH GM' 
'!:>FEBq5 
'EXT: 
//((VIDEO REPORT BY ANNA NIJSTERS FROM WASHINGTON)) 
((FBiS TRANSLATED TEXT)\ IIANNOU~CERll ZAIRE RUNS THE RIS~ OF 
BEING EXCLUDED FROM THE INTERNATIONqL COMMUNITY iF THE ZAIRIAN 
GOVERNMENT DOES NOT RI\P IDLY PROVE THAT IT IS ABLE TO GOVERN THE 
17151JZ 7681 021863 AP943 
COUNTRY. THIS IS WHAT FOREIGN MINISTER VANDENBROUCKE SAID IN 
WASHINGTON TOD.AY. THE UNITED STATES SHARES THIS VIEW. ACCORDING TO 
THE MINISTER, NOT A LOT IS TO BE EXPECTED FROM THO: AMERICANS IN 
AFRICA NOW THAT CO~GREoS IS DOMINATED BY"THE REPUBL 1CANS. A REPORT 
BY ANNA NIJSTERS. 
!!BEGIN RECORDINGII IINIJSTERSII ON THE LAST DAY OF HIS VISIT TO 
THE UNITED STATES ~INISTER VANDENBROUCKE MET tilTH MR. MOOSE, THE 
U.S. UNDER >ECRETARY FOR AFRICAN AFFAIRS. ALTHOUSH THE UNITED 
STAHS NOWADAYS L ms fOfoflj"i;"'oN-SOU-TH-AFRICA, THE CURRENT \!INNER 
ON THE CONTINENT, THE H/0 MIN 1 STERS TALKED MAINLY ABOUT THE PROBLEMS 
IN CENTRAL AFRICA. TH~l~llliELI:IJ!CJ:Ll.I'!Ll;BJ::ll_l__~.-l!I_E 
BELGIAN J'OSITI_9_N,_BUT_J_TS_W_IL_I_j_ll'§_tif$j_ TO Ar.Tl1ALLY llJl SOMETHING IS 
_ _B_IITHER -~IMITED. 
I IVANDENBROUCKEI I TjiiLG.OVERNME_NLAlliLtlJL_t[QQ~L_lliQ.Y A I.OT OF 
-~oo\II~_, __ ~IJ_!__!!i.i.f<£_1 s i"HE_NJ\1 RmllLI_CJI~I Tv .. ,. 
IINIJSTERS, INTERRUPTING)) BUT GOODWILL IS OBVIOIISLY NOT ENOUGH. 
IIVANDENBROUCKE\1 YES, YOU ARE RIGHT, THERE IS A NEW MAJORITY IN 
CONGRESS WHICH IS PARTICULA~Lv RELUCTANT TO GIVE AID T9 AFRICA AND 
WANTS TO REDUCE IT CONSIDERABLY. I HOPE THATMR, MOOSE SUCCEEDS IN 
P ur.ll_liQ.p.s;_nu c~ ___ Au_os <JBJE Q~LO£ .I_Hi F i-r1 E. F~9~_5':!L~:-------
j)N-1-JSIERsll AND WHAT ABOUT U.S. INTEREST IN ZAIRE' 
('~YIN~~> WE HAVE DEVOTED A LOT OF EFFORT 
Pm<r'TC<ULARLY fN THE AREA OF SUPPORT FOR DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTION-
BUILDING AND FOR CQNFL ICT RESOLUTION AND THAT WILL CONTINUE. THAT 
IS BY NO MEAN:'. OUR EXCLUSIVE FOCUS, BUT THOSE WIL 1• CONTINUE TO BE, I 
THIN!\, CENTRAL ELE~ENTS OF OUR POL ICY. 
IINIJSTERSII ALTHOUf:H IT IS BEING RECOGNIZED THA' ZAIRE IS STILL 
ON THE U.S. AGENDA, IT IS STRIKING THAT ZAIRE WAS HARDLY DISCUSSED 
DURING THE MA~IY MEETINGS MINISTER VANDENBROUCKE HAD HERE IN AMERICA. 
THIS PROVES THAT ZAIRE NO LONGER IS A PRIORITY FO~ 'HE CURRENT U.S. 
GO'IEP.N~ENT. IT EV"-N SEEMS THAT IT HAS GIVEN UP A1.L HOPE FOR ZAIRE. 
IIVANDENBROUCKEII ALSO MR. CAMDES':iUS, THE IMF CHIEF WHOM WE MET 
YESTERDAY, HAS REACHED THE SAME CONGLUS I ON. THIS WILL LEAD TO 
ZAIRF.'S DISAPPEARANCE FROM THE INTERNATIONAL FINA~GIAL INSTITUTIONS. 
THIS SITUATION GAN~OT CONTI~UE VERY MUCH LONGER. SO \1E WILL HAVE TO 
MAKE IT VERY CLEAR TO ZAIRIAN PRESIDENT MOBUTU AS WEll AS TO ALL 
POLITICAL LEADERS IN ZAIRE THAT THEY ABSOLUTELY HAVE TO PROVE THAT 
THEY ARE ABlE TO GOVERN THE COUNTRY. IF THEY DO ~or, THE 
I NTEP.NAT I ONAL COMMUNI TV CAN DO NOTHING. 
IINIJSTERSII ONE QUESTION ABOUT THE UN REFUGEE CONFERENCE HELD IN 
BURUNDI. WHAT DO YOI! EXPECT FROM IP 
IIVANDENBROUCKEII THIS MORNING I TALKED ABOUT IT OVER THE PHONE 
WITH (!COOPERATION MINISTER'! ERIC DERYCKE. I THINK THAT THF 
CONFERENCE liAS NOT BAD. IN ADDITION, SOME PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF THE 
REFUGEES' RETURN HAVE TO BE RESOLVED THE UN HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR 
REFUGEES IS WORKING ON THIS. FOR US IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT THAT ORDER 
IS MAINTAINED IN THE CAMPS IN ZPIRE:--wE ALSO TAnEO ABOUT HOW THIS 
s H 0Ul1rllnfrliifi4TTHMR:"-MOOSE -THJSMo.RNING~WE···MAY -NOT i: EAVi .THE __ _ 
,-----·------------- ·------------·--·--------~~----·----··--·- -----------
ZAIRIAN CAMPS TO PEOPLE WHO USE INTI.~IDATION AND '"ANT TO ESTABLISH A 
SORT OF AL TF.R~IATIVE POL I TICAL REGIME AGAINST THE CURRENT GOVERNMENT 
IN KIGALI. THIS IS A DANGEqOIIS DEVEI.OPMEN' IIHICH tiE ~UST ABSOLUTELY 
COIJNTER. I lEND RECORDING) I 
THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN ~OPYPIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND 
DISSEMINATION IS P~OHIBITED WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT 
OWNERS. 
IENDALLI lG18:'fJ ETIWVL IEIDV 1711513Z FEB WC :86 
ll~lr'l 1\ \' \' 1 r 1 en 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I INCOMING 
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PAGE 31 211~52Z 
ACTION INR-33 
---- -- ------- -- ---- -- ------ ----------- --- ---- ---- ----------- ------
1NFO AFP-31 AS-31 XW - 31 SF - 31 ~E-BI PMA-91 ZU-32 ZF - 31 
BY-91 RW-91 WZ - 01 XW2-31 RCS-01 RWF-31 /915 A3 RS 
---- ------- --- --- ---- -- ------ ------- -- ------- -------------- --- --- -
1NFO LQG-33 AF - lHJ EUR-30 TEOE - 0~ /302W 
- ------ -- -- - -- --- -A8APBD 11l452Z /18 
R 2.11448Z FEB 95 
FM FBIS BRUSSELS BE 
TO FBIS RESTON VA 
C I ~'CUSNAVF.UR l DNDON UK / /N2 1 I 
AIC NORFOLK VA 
COP PSYOPGP FT BRAGG NC//ASOF-POG-SB/1 
FBIS RESTON VA//MIL// 
FBIS RESTON VA//PDLCH// 
CDRUSASOIC >'ASH DC//DIS// 
FBIS LONDON UK 
MARCORINTACT DET QUANTICO VA 
FAISA FT RRAGG NC 
DA AMHS WASHINGTON DC 
STORAGE CENTER FBIS RESTON VA 
DEF I NTASNCY WASH DC 
'lOA WASH lNG TON DC 




SECSTATE WASHINGTON DC// INq/1/ECA// 
AMEMBASSY BUJUMBURA 
AMEMBASSY NAIROBI 
FBIS ABID.IAN I V 
FBIS MBABANE \IZ 
MPC FT GEO G ME AOE MD 
JAG MOLESWORTH RAF MOlESWORTH ~K//DOAM/1 
US SURVEY SEC SHAPE BE 
NAIC WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//TAI// 
ACCT F BBR -E ~'OK 
UNCLAS 7BILD 
1/ARNING: ATTN CIFM 
SERIAL: BR2132144895 
COL'NTRY : BELGIUM 
SUBJ : MAGISTRATES TO PROV'Df JUDIC'Al ASSISTANCE TO PWANDA 
SOURCE : BRUSSELS LA LIBRE BF.LC:IQUE IN FRENCH 17 FEB P 7 
TEXT: 
II (('JNATTRIBUTED REPORT: "BE~N AID FOR ,!WANDA -- TO RESTORE 
.IUOTICE THROUGH THE FORMATION OF PO'.ICE~EN AND MAGISTRATES"! I 
IIFBIS TRANSLATED TEXTII ON THUR SDAY 1116 FEBRUARY!!, J~ 
MINISTER MELCHIOR WATHELET RECEIVED 10 MEMBERS OF .JHE JUDICIAl 
POll cE 1/HO- ARE-rAriTICiPATi;t·i "N-:-TH'Z TRAlN 1 NG ~PROG ~AM FoR RWANDAN ' 
·- - ~J-PO!:_ I ~E. ME,!t:A.~~-::--tt~GJ.STR~Tp . SOME OF THm BEI.GIAN POLICfMEN Wll.l FlY '-' 
TO K I GA1.1 ON 2ll FEBRUARY. "--- --- ·-~---·-·-
THE PROGRAM; .. WORHED OUT IN COLLABORAT I ON WITH R\IANOAN JUSTICE 
M I ~'I STEq W KUB I TO, MUST RE~ONS.lB UCT THE EN TIRE JUDillAL..APPARA·TU>-
\IHICH WAS TOTALLY OESTROYEO IN LAST YEAR ' S GENOC I DE. NO 
INFRASTqUCTURE WHATSOEVER qEMA I NS AND THE COURTS' STAFF S HAVE AEEN 
REDUCED TO SOME 39 PERCENT OF ITS I~ITIAL SIZE . TH~JJ! ING 
PROGRA11..!!.!_1.L BE_~~-!.\!Q.L8R.IL FRQM.~E~R_)'....Jl~OUG IL.~~~~ ' 150 
RWANDANS \IHO HAVE ATTENDED A Jl'DICIAL TRAINING SINCE EARLY JANUARY" 
tiiLL ~aE-1 NsrROtTEb .. 1 N~FJ vt:sT' GATI'o~tWciiN 1 auE s a"v io .. iNsPE.croR's ·oF' 
THE BEL r, I AN JUDICIAL f>"oli'CE.THER'fiiF~·R:f"liii"M APR il"'T HROUGH AIIGL'ST 
R\IANDAN MAGISTRATES \I ILL BE. ! RAINED. , . . - ' 
T'HIS I NFORMATION CONFIR~S BELGIU~· S SUPPORT TO THE R\IANDA~ 
21145 :'Z R!91 !!21982 AF4354 
NATIONAL RECONC ILIAT'ON PROCESS . THE IDENTIF I CA TI ON AND THE TR I AL 
OF THE PERPETPATORS, A~THORS AND ACCOMPLICES OF THE GENOC I DE ISOME 
15 309 INDI'IIDUALS ARE IN- P"RfVENT 1VEDETENiTCiF!n\l!'tUNAN\MOUSL y·--· co~sifiERTD-AS -THTcoNii i. TIO : siNE "Qi) i( NON FOR- THE. COUNTRh .~--. 
R E c·of!"S'r 'RurnoN PR ocrss. 
THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATER IAL. COPYING AND 
DISSEMINATION IS pqoHIBITED W1THOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT 
OWNEPS . 
IENDALLl 17 FfB LR/ROBBROEC~X/S~ 21/145 1Z FEB \IC 224 
II ~I r I 1\ ~ ~ I r I r n 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
UNCLASSIFIED INCOMING TELEGRAM 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
AFRICAN AFFAIRS 
PAGE Ill 272129Z 9518 027544 AF7521 
ACTION INR-!HI 
INFO AFP-lfl AS-01 XYA-ll2 XW-.01 PMA-ll1 ZF-ll1 CG-01 BY-ll.\ 
IV-01 Rll-ll1 Xl/2-lll RC!:-01 RHF-ll1 GN-01 LE-01 
/016 A2 JT 
INFO LOG-0ll AF-00 TEDE-00 DRL -~9 /ll10W 
------------------AADF!lll 172141Z /38 
R i721HZ FEB 95 
F M F B I S AB I DJ AN I V 
TO FBIS RESTON VA 
C I NCUSNAVEUR LONDON UK/ /N21 I 
IISCOMSOLANT 
AIC NORFOLK VA 
CDR PSYOPGP FT BRAGG NC//ASOF -POG-SB/ I 
FBIS RESTON VA//POLCH// 
CDRUSASO I C 11ASH DC/ /DIS/ I 
FBI S BRUSSELS BE 
FBI S LONDON UK/ /BBC/ I 
FBIS LONDON UK 
MARC OR I ~TACT DET QUANT I CO VA 
FA I SA FT BRAGG NC 
DA AMHS WASHINGTON DC 
STORAGE CENTER FBI S RESTON VA 
DEF INTAGNCY WASH DC 
1/0A WASHINGTON DC 
AFISA AMHS BOLLING AFB DC 
AMEMBASSY BRUSSELS/ /DAO/ I 
AMEMBASSY BRUSSELS/ /POL/ I 
SECSTATE WASHINGTON DC 
SECSTATE HASH I NGTOII DC/ I I NR/IiECA/ I 
USDAO PAR IS FR 






FBIS VIENNA AU 
MPC FT GEO G MEADE MD 
USC I NCEIJR VAl HI NGEII GE/ /ECJ35-PSYOP/ I 
.I AC MOL ESIIORTH RAF MOL ESI/OHH L'KI /DOAM/ I 
US SURVEY SEC SHAPE BE 
NAIC WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//TAI// 
ACCT FBAB-H1DK 
!!NCLAS 8A/LO 
IIARNING: ATTN CIFM 
SERIAL: AB27ll22t2495 
PA~S: ATTN BBC AFRICA 
COL1NTRV: ZAIRE 
SUBJ: HUMAN RIGHTS GROUP CO~IDEMNS FRENCH OPERATION TURQUOISE 
SOURCE: PARIS AFP IN FRENCH 1711 G~T 27 FEB 95 
TEXT: 
( (FBIS TRANSLATED TEXTl) KINSHASA, 27 FEB (AFP) -- THE COMMITTEE 
FOR DEMOCRACY AND HUMAN RIGHTS, CDDH, A ZAIRIAN NON-GOVERNMENTAL 
ORGANIZATION CLOSE TO THE RADICAL OPPOSITION, HAS CRITICIZED THE 
CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH THE FRENCH HUMANITARIAN OPERATION CODENAMED 
"TURQUOISE" WAS IMPLEMENTED. THIS OPERATION HAD ALREADY COME UNDER 
SEVERE CRITICISM BY THE RADICAL OPPOSITION RIGHT FROM THE BEGINNING 
IN JUNE 1994. 
THE CDDH, WHOSE PRESIDE~T IS JOSEPH MUKENDI, POLITICAL ADVISER TO 
ETIENNE TSH I SEKED I, LEADER OF THE RADICAL OPPOSITION, STRESSED I~~ 
IT! 1994 REPORT PUBLISHED TODAY ON TH'S TOPIC "THAT A PART OF THE 
272129Z 9518 0275~4 AP521 
ZAIRIAN TERRITORY WAS LEASED TO FRENGH SOLDIE"RS OF THE "OPERATION 
TURQUOISE" BY THE SOLE DESIRE OF THE HEAD OF STATE liiTHOUT REFERRINr, 
THE MATTER TO THE HIGH COUNCIL OF THE REPUBLIC, TKE NATIONAL 
PARLIA~ENT." IT FEELS THAT "THIS ACTION BY THE HEAD OF STATE" 
CONSTITUTE "A HIGH TREASON, A REBELLION, AND A CONTEMPT ON THE 
COUNTRY'S INSTITUTIONS AND PEOPLE, SACRIFICED ON THE ALTER 
INDIVIDUAL INTERESTS I~!CLUDING MR. MOBUTU'S CONDITIONAL RETURN TO 
THE INTERNATIONAL SCENE." 
THE ZAIRIAN RADICAL OPPOSITION HAD CONDEMNED THE FRENCH MILITARY 
AND HUMANITARIAN OPERATION TURQUOISE, ORGANIZED IN THE SPRING OF 
1994 TO_CJ)MF. TO THE ASSISTANCE OF RWANDAN REFUGEE>, THE VICTIMS OF 
ARASSME • THE FRENCH HUMAN I TAR I AN OPE RAT I ON'S HEADQUARTERS liAS 
D IN GOMA, EASTERN ZAIRE. THE CQDH,_GOJ{JINUES TO_ BEL I EVE. THAT ~ 
THE OPERATION WAS ONLY MEANT TO COME TO MARSHAL MOBIJTU'S A)SISTANCE 
AND rrlwrTUJITEI'llr"DTRrUoiiil-aF-rRANcE'"I"N RwANDA:;,- AccusEo oF--·· 
H AV I NG.-SUPPORTEDTHERWANDAN REG I ME. 
THE REPORT FURTHERMORE CRITICIZES THE REPEATED VIOLATIONS OF 
HUMAN RIGHTS. IT MENTIONS THE SUMMARY EXECUTIONS, THE ARBITRARY AND 
ILLEGAL DETENTIONS, AND CRUEL AND INHUMAN TRtATMENT. IT MENTIONS 
ABOUT A DOZEN CASES, SAYING THAT THESE CASES ONL V CONSTITUTE A 
"SAMPLE." 
THE ZAIRIAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE DEFENSE OF HUMAN RIGHTS, AZADHO, 
IN ITS 1994 REPORT, HAD PUT AT ~.ORE THAN 150 THE NUMBER OF SUMMARY 
EXECUTIONS CARRIED OUT IN ZAIRE IN 1994. ABOUT 80 PERCENT OF SUCH 
EXECUTIONS WERE CA~RIED OUT BY SOLDIERS. 
THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND 
DISSEMINATION IS PROHIBITED WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT 
OWNERS. 
(ENDALU 271711 FY/VARNER AV1327ll1.24 GS512702.ll?.3 27/1126Z FEB 
33f.J \IC 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
:' ., ~ INCOMING UNCLASSIFIED ~ [ TELEGRAM 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
AFRICAN AFFAIRS ~/B f k (JV 
PAtE ill 211348Z 7663 lllW657 AF8638 
ACTION INR-llll 
------------------------------------------------------------------
'NFO AS-01 XYA-02 XW-01 KE-01 °MA-01 ZF-91 BY-ff1 IV-01 
XW2-11 RCS-11 /011 A2 JT 
'NFO LOG-Of AF-Bll EUR-01 TEDE-llP /012W 
·------------------BE8D6D '241348Z /.18 
R 24134SZ APR 95 
FM FBIS BRUSSELS BE 
TO FBIS RESTON V~ 
CI~CUSNAUEUR LONDON UK//N2// 
WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM WASPINGTON DC//O~TP// 
AIC NORFOLK VA 
COP PSYOPGP FT BRAGG NC//ASOF-POG-SB// 
FBIS RESTON VA//POLCH// 
CDRUSASO I C \'ASH DC//D IS// 
FBIS LONDON UK 
MAPCORI~TACT DET QUANTICO VA 
FAISA FT RRPGG NC 
DA AMHS WASHINGTON DC 
STORAGE CENTER FBIS RESTON VA 
DEFINTAGNCY WASH DC 
'lOA WASHINGTON DC 
AFISA A~HS BOLLING AFB DC 




Ml0 ROM': IT 
FBI S AB I OJ AN I V 
MPC FT GEO G MEADE MD 
.I AC MOL ESHORTH RAF MOL ESWOHH l'K//D0AM/ I 
US SURV~Y SEC SHAPE BE 
NAIC WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//TAI// 
ACCT FBBR-H1DK 
UNC.LAS 7B/LD 





SUPJ: DERIJCHE--SITUATION I' RWA~DA 'HAS GONE A STEP TOO <AR' 
SOURCE: BRUSSELS BRTN-TV1 TELEVIS10N NETWORK IN DUTCH 1738 GMT 23 
APR 95 
TEY.T: 
II I (INTERVIEW WITH FOREIGN MINISTER ERIK DERIJCKE BY PETEq 
1/EPL I ND':N -- RECORDED)) 
I (FBI S TRANSLATED TEXT) I I ITANGHE)) CN BEHAlF OF THE BELGIAN 
GOVERNM':NT, FOREIGN MINIST<:R ERIK DER 1 JCKE REACTED WITH INDIGNATION 
•o THE BLOODSHED BY THE RWANDA~ ARMY. UNDER THE PRESENT 
CIRCUMSTANCES, HE SAID, COOPERATION BEH1EEN THE NEW REGIME I'~ RWANDA 
AND THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUN 1TY RISI\S BECOMING !~POSSIBlE. 
IIDEqiJCKE)) 'IE Will CERTAI~1 LY N0T STOP HIJMANITARIAN COOP<:RATION 
BECAUSE MY FIRST CONCERN IS THE WEL~-REING OF THE MAN IN THE STREET 
BUl U£ ~USl ACl VERY CAUTIOUSLY. U~ HAVE DONE SO IN THE PAST ' 
ANYIJAY. I.JE HAVE ONLY COOP<:RATED IN SECTORS I.IH AGRICUlTURE AND 
.IU'fiCE; I~WEED RESTORING JUSTICE IS ESSENTI.~l IN RWANDA. AS FAP AS 
THE REST IS CONCERfiED, I THINK WE M'JST TAKE A CAREFUL LOOK AT THE 
SITUATION. 
IIVEql'NDENl) WHAT SPECIF'C MEAS'JRES CAN BE TAKEN? DO YOIJ HAVE 
ANY KIN~ OF AUTHORITY TO EXERT PRESSURE? 
241348Z 76E3 Oll%67 AF8638 
IIDERIJCKE)) I TH 1 N~ THAT BELGIUM ALONE CANNOT DO MUCH. HO.'EVER, 
WE COULD SEND CLEAR AND STRAIGHTFORWARD SIGNP.LS THROUGH THF. fU AND 
AlSO THE UN I TED NATIONS -- ~AVBE THROUGH THE SECUq I TY COUNG ll -- TO 
THE PRESENT RIIANDA~ GOVERNM':NT SAYING THAT TPE SITUATION HAS GONE A 
STF:P TOO FAR, 
THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND 
DISSEMINATION IS pqQHIBITED W1 THOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT 
OWNERS. 
IENDAlll 23\730 DNf(.IVLIEIDV 24/1348Z APR WG 713 
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1NFO AS-111 XYA-02 XW-01 KE-01 PMA-£'1 ZF-91 ~ IV-111 
XW2-01 RCS-01 /911 A2 JT 
------------------------- .. ----------------------------------------
'NFO LOG-00 AF-00 EUR-00 TEDE-lli' /002W 
------------·------BE806D 14l.348Z /38 
R 24134SZ APR 95 
FM FBIS BRUSSELS BE 
TO FBIS RESTON VA 
CI~CUSNAVEUR LONDON UK//N2// 
I~HITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM WASPINGTIJN DC//OSTP/1 
AIC NORFOLK VA 
CDP PSYOPGP FT BRAGG NC//ASOF-POG-SB/1 
FBIS RESTON VA//POLCH// 
CDRUSASO I C \1ASH DC//D IS// 
FBIS LONDON UK 
MAPCORINTACT DET QUANTICO VA 
FAISA FT 8RPGG NC 
DA AMHS WASHINGTON DC 
STORAGE CENTER FBI S RESTON VA 
DEFINTA~NCY WASH DC 
1/0A WASHINGTON DC 
AFISA A~HS BOLLING AFB DC 




MLO ROM~ IT 
FBIS ABIDJAN IV 
MPC FT GEO e MEADE MD 
JAC MOLES\iORTH RAF MOLESWOqTH l1K//DIJAM// 
IJS SURV~Y SEC SHAPE BE 
NAIC WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//TAI/1 
ACCT FB8R-E\1DK 
IJNCLAS 7B/LD 





SUPJ: DERIJCKE--SITUATION I~ RWMDA 'HAS GONE A STEP TOO "AR' 
SOL1RCE: RRUSSELS BRTN-TVl TF.LEVISIIJN NETWORK IN DUTCH 1739 GMT 13 
APR 95 
TEXT: 
//((INTERVIEW WITH FOREIGN MINISTER ERIK DERIJCKE BY PETEq 
I/EPL I ND~N -- RECORDED)) 
((FBIS TRANSLATED TEXTll ((TANGHEll ON BEHALF OF THE BELGIAN 
GOVERNM<.NT, FOREIGN MINISTER ERIK DER 1JCKE REACTED WITH INDIGNATION 
TO THE BLOODSHED BY THE RWANDA~' ARMY. UNDER THE PRESENT 
C I PCUMSTANCES, HE SAID, COOPERATION BET\1EEN THE NEW REG I ME I~ RWANDA 
AND THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY RISKS BECOMING li'!POSSIBLE. 
UDEqiJCKEll 11E Will CERTAn1LY NOT STOP HIJMANITARIAN COOP£RATION 
BECAUSE MY FIRST CONCERN IS THE \IEl'. -BEING OF THE MAN IN THE STREET 
RUT WE ~UST ACT VEP.Y CAUTIOUSLY. W~ HAVE DONE SO IN THE PAST ' 
ANVI-/AV. llE HAVE ONLY COOP~ RATED IN SECTORS I. I ~E AGRICULTURE AND 
.IUniCE; INDEED RESTORING JUSTICE IS ESSENTIAL IN RWANDA. AS FAP AS 
THE REST IS CONCF.RNED, I THINK WE M1JST TAKE A CAREFUL LOOK AT THE 
SITUATION. 
((V[qliNDENll WHAT SPECIF 1C. MEASIJRES CAN BE TAKEN? DO YOU HAVE 
ANY KIN~ OF AUTHOR I TV TO EXERT PRES'.iURE? 
241348Z 76€3 llllg667 AF8638 
((DERIJCKE)) I TH'N~ THAT BELGIUM ALONE CANNOT DO MUCH. HOWEVER 
WE COULD SEND ClEAR AND STRAIGHTFORWARD S I GNP.l S THROUeH THE F.U AND 
ALSO THE VNITED NATIONS -- ~AVBE THROUGH THE SECUqiTY COUNGIL -- TO 
THE PRESENT R\IANDA~ GOVERNM~NT SAYING THAT TH SITUATION HAS GONE A 
STEP TOO FAR. 
THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND 
DISSEMINATION IS pqoHIBITED WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT 
OWNERS. 




DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
AFRICAN AFFAIRS 
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_ t? 0T E L E GRAM 
PAGE f11 
ACTION INR-f19 
2~153lJZ 0676 091849 AFll138 
1NFO XYA-92 XW-01 KE-01 ZF-91 !!1:..!!!. IV-91 XW2-I:ll RCS-9.1 
/999 A2 JT 
1NFO lOG-00 AF-99 AI D-99 EUR-119 TEDE -00 /9f!2W 
------------------BF6D8C 16l531Z /38 
P 261531Z APR 95 
FM FBIS BRUSSELS BE 
•o FBIS RESTON VA 
C I ~'CUSN&VEUP L ONDml UK/ /N21 I 
AIC NORFOLK VA 
COP PSYOPGP FT BRAGG NC/ /ASOF-POG-SB// 
FBIS RESTON VA//MIL// 
FBIS RESTON VA//POLCH// 
CDRUSASO I C \1ASH DC/ /0 IS/ I 
FBIS LONDON UK 
MARC OR I ~TACT DET QUANT I CO VA 
FAISA FT RRPGG NC 
DA AMHS WASHINGTON DC 
STORAGE CF,NTER FBI S RESTON VA 
DEFINTAGNCY WASH DC 
'lOA WASHINGTON DC 
AFISA A~HS BOlLING AFB DC 
SECSTATE \·/ASH I NGTOM DC/ I I Nq/liECA/ I 
AMfMBASSY BUJUMBURA 
USDELMC BRUSSELS BE 
AMEMBASSY NP. I ROB I ' 
MLO ROM~ IT 
FBIS ABIDJAN IV 
MPC FT GEO G MEADE MD 
JAC MOLES\iORTH RAF MOLESWOqJH l'K/ /DOAM/ I 
IJS SURV~V SEC SHAPE BE 
NAIC WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//TAI// 
ACCT FB~R-H1DK 
IJNCLAS 7B/LD 
~APNING: ATTN CIFM 
ATTN NATOMI L 
SEPIAL: RR2604!53J95 
COL'NTRY: HELG I UM 
SUBJ: DERYCKE ANNOUNCES PARTIAl SUSPENSION OF AID TO RWANDA 
REF: LD2504214395 PARIS RADIO FqANCE INTERNATIONAL FRENC~ 251830 
GMT -- GOVERNMENT SUSPENDS A1D TO RWANDP 
SOL'RCE: ANTWERP DE FINANCIEEL-EKONOM'SCHE TIJO IN DUTC~ 26 4PR !5 
P 38 
TEXT: 
II IWNATTRIBUTED ARTICl~: "BELGIUM SUSPENDS PART OF BILATERAL 
AID TO qWANDA")) 
((FBIS TRANSLATED EXCER 0 J)) BELGIUM IS SUSPENDING A PART OF ITS 
BilATERAL AID TO RWANDA, WHILE AWITfiNG AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE ~ 
-KIBEHO ~ASSACRE, FoREIGN MINISTER EqiK DERYCKE ANNOONCElrON TUESDAY. 
HUMAN_I_~~R 1 AN A I D IS CONI IN~ I ~/G, TOG~THER WITH ASS I STANCE I ti._ 
REnORING A CONSTITUITO'/ill\r~ IN IHE MEANTIME THE FAMILY OF 
H'llllY~ANA HAVE LODGED A COMPLAINT \.1 1TH THE HITER~ATIO~IAL COURT OF 
JUSTICE IN THE HAGUE AGAINST THE SUSPECTED PERPETRATORS OF THE 
ATTACK ON THE PRESIDENTIAL PLANE ON 6 APRIL 1994. 
AFTEq THE STRONG CONDEMNA• I ON OF THE MASSACRE IN K I BEHO, THE 
BElGIAN GOVERNMENT HAS CAL 1.EO FOR A THOROUGH INVESTIGATION W~lf.H 
MU£1 RESULT IN THE I DENT IF I CAT I ON A~D PUNISHMENT OF THOSE 
RE~PONSIBlE FOR THE SLAUGHTER. IN THE I"EANTIME, BELGIUM IS 
26153/lZ ll676 99t8A9 AFil138 
SUWENDING A PART OF ITS BI'.A•ERAl AID TO RWP.NDA. 
BElGIAN AGPICUI TIIRAI AND HEALTW PROGRAMS ARE TO BE STOPPED, l-f-
TOGETHER WITH BElGIAN PSSISTANCE WITH RWANDA'S BA1.ANCE OF PAYME_NTSj 
EM[RGENCY HUMANITARIAN AID, A1D IN ESTABliSHING A CONSTITUTIONPl 
ST.~TE, AND MUlTI LATERAl A I D ARE NOT COVERED BY THIS MEASURE. 
THE BElGIAN GOV~RNMENT A1.SO STRESSED THAT THE RWANDAN GOVERNMENT 
MUST AllOW THf RED CROSS AND OTHER HIJMAN I TAR I AN NON-G0VERNMHITAl 
ORGANIZATIONS lNG OSI TO CONTI MUE THEIR WORK UNHINDERED. THE RWANDAN 
GOVE~NMENT 14AS ASK~D TO EXP1.AIN THE EXClUSI0~1 OF THREE BElGIAN NGOS. 
FiNALlY, DERYCKE CAllED FOR POSTfiVE ACTIONS BY THE R\'ANDAN 
GOVE~NI"ENT TO PROMOTE A PEA~EFUl RETIJRN OF RfFUGEES WHICH IS 
"NECfSSARY FOR STABiliTY IN CENTRAl AFRICA." ((PASSAGE OMITTED)) 
THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN ~OPYRIGHTED MATERIAl. COPYING AND 
DISSEMINATION IS pqoHIBITED W1THOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT 
OWNE~S. 
(ENDALll 26 APR MCIROBBROEC~X/DV 26/t531Z APR WC 16 1 
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INFO LOG-99 AF-130 EUR-lll! TEDE-09 /0ll2W 
------------------BFD9B9 m 424Z /38 
P 2714HZ APR 95 
FM FBIS BRUSSELS BE 
'0 FBIS RESTON VA 
CI~CUSN4VEUR LONDON UK//N2// 
AIC NORFOLK VA 
CDR PSYOPGP FT BRAGG NC//ASOF-POG-SB// 
FBI S RESTON VA/ /MIL/ I 
FBIS RESTON VA//POLCH// 
CDRUSASO I C \1ASH DC/ /DIS/ I 
FBIS LONDON UK 
MARC OR I "'TACT DE T QUANT I CO VA 
FAISA FT HRPGG NC 
DA AMHS WASHINGTON DC 
STORAGE CENTER FBI S RESTON VA 
DEF INTA~NCY WASH DC 
IIOA WASHINGTON DC 
AFISA AMHS BOLLING AFB DC 
SECSTATE HASH I NGTON DC/ II Nq/liECA/ I 
AMEMBASSY BUJUMBIJRA 
liS DEL MC BRUl:SEL S BE 
AMEMBASSY NAIROBI 
MLO ROME !T 
AMEMBASSY VIENNA 
FBIS ABID,IAN IV 
FBI S MBABANE WZ 
FBIS VIENNA AU 
MPC FT GEO G MEADE MD 
.lAC MOLES\iORTH R.4F MOLESWOUH liKf /DOAM/ I 
IJS SURVEY SEC SHAPE BE 
NAIC WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//TAI// 
ACCT FBBR-EI1DK 
IINCLAS 7B/LD 
IIARNING: ATTN CIFM 
ATTN NATOMIL 
ATTN VIENNA ECON 
SERIAL: HR17l!414259S 
PA~S: ATTN WIRE SELECT 
COl1NTRY: HELG I UM 
SU~J: RELGIUM URGE ON E1J 'O ALSO SUSPEND AID TO RWANDA 
S0l1RCE: ANTWERP GAZET VAN ANH'ERPE"' 'N DUTCH 27 APR 95 p 6 
TEXT: 
II ( PJNATTRIBUTED ARTICL!:: "BELGIUM P.PPROACHES EUROPEAN U"'ION 
OVER RW~NOA"l l 
( (FBIS TRANSLATED EXCER 0 Tl) BELGIUM IS TO URGE THE OTHER ~UROPEAN 
UNION COUNTRIES TO TAKE "M!:ASURES" AGAINST R14ANO~ FOLLO\IING tAST 
liEEKEND'S BLOODBATH IN THE KIBEHO R!:FUGEE CAMP. JOINT EUROPEAN 
ACTION IS SEEN A5 POSSIBLE AND EVEN LIKELY IN DIPLOMATIC CIRCLES 
ESPECIALLV PFTER THE CALL BY THE EU COMMISSION TO SUSPEND GOVE~N~ENT 
AID TO ~I GAL I. SUCH A STANCE COULD BF. IN SHARP CONTRAST TO THF. 
APPROACH OF THE AMERICANS WHO LAST WEDNESDAY CALLED UPON THE 
MILITARY TO PUNISH THOSE R!:SPONSIBL~ FOR THE BLOOD~ATH, BUT ~ADE IT 
KNOWN T~AT THEY \IOUL D NOT BE Sl'SPEN~ I NG THEIR A I 0 TO THE CENTRAL 
AFP I CAN COUNTRY. 
THE BELGIAN APPROACH COINCIDES WITH THE MEETING OF MEMBERS OF THE 
27!424Z 6990 992466 AFil7S9 
UNION'S POLITICAL COMMITTEE IN ~RUSSELS TODAY AND TOMORROW THE 
COMMITTEE IS MADE VP OF THE HEADS OF POL IT 1 CAL DEPARTMENTS IN 
FOREIGN MINISTRIES OR THEIR DEPUTIES FROM THE 15 EU COUNTRIES. 
TO~ETHER WITH THE NETHERLANDS WHICH HAS ALREADY SUSPENDED DIRECT 
AID, BELGIUM WILL 1JRGE THE EU TO TAKE "EQU 1VALENT MEASURES" IT 
WOULD BE USEFliL Foq THE EUROPEAN UNION TO Sn1D A ".LEAR POL I TICAL 
SI~NAL TO KIGALI nAT ~UCH ACTI()N BY THE MILITARY IS TOTALLY 
UNACCEPTABLE, IT WAS BEING SAID IN DIPLOMATIC CIRCLES ON WEDNESDAY. 
ACCORDING TO THE SAME CIRCLES, IT MUST BE MADE PEqFECTLY CLEAR TO 
THE RWANDAN GOVERNMENT "THAT HE ARE VERY SERIOUS ~BOUT THIS." 
((PASSAGE OMI'TTEDl l 
THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND 
DISSEMINATION IS pqoHIBITED W1THOUT PERMISSI~N OF THE COPYRIGHT 
OWNERS. 
!ENDALLl 27 APR MC/ROBBROEC~X/S~ 27 /\424Z APR WC 25 1. 
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FBIS RESTON VA//MIL// 
FBIS RESTON VA//POLCH// 
CDRUSASO I C >'ASH DC/ /DIS// 
FBIS LONDON UK 
MARC OR I ~TACT DEl QUANT I CO VA 
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DA AMHS WASHINGTON DC 
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MPC FT GEO G MEADE MD 
.lAC MOLES\IORTH R.~F MOLESWOnH l'K/ /DOAM/ I 
IJS SURVEY SEC SHAPE BE 
NAIC \/RIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//TAI/1 
ACCT FBBR-E>'DK 
IJNCLAS 78/LD 
\iARNING' ATTN CIFM 
ATTN NAT OM ll 
ATTN VIENNA ECON 
SERIAL: BR271J4142595 
PA>S: ATTN WIRE SELECT 
COL1NTRY' BELGIUM 
SUBJ: BELGIUM URGE ON EU TO ALSO SUSPEND AID TO RWANDA 
SOL'RCE: ANTWERP GAZET VAN ANHIERPE~ IN DUTCH 27 APR 95 p 6 
TEXT: 
II ((IJN/\TTRIBUTED ARTICL': "BELGIUM P.PPROACHES EUROPEAN U~ION 
OVER RW~NDA"l) 
((FBIS TRANSLATED EXCER0 Tll BELGIUM IS TO URGE THE OTHER ~UROPEAN 
UNION COUNTRIES TO TAKE "MEASURES" AGAI~ST RWANDP FOLLOWING LAST 
\IEEKEND'S BLOODBATH IN THE KIBEHO RIOFIIGEE CAMP. JOINT EUROPEAN 
ACTION IS SEEN AS POSSIBLE AND EVEN LIKELY IN DIPLOMATIC CIRCLES 
ESPECIALLY PFTER THE CALL BY THE EU COMMISSION TO SUSPEND GOVE~N~ENT 
AID TO ~!GAll. SUC~ A STANCE COULD BE IN SHARP CONTRAST TO THE 
APPROACH OF THE AMERICANS WHO LAST WEDNESDAY CALLED UPO~I THE 
MILITARY TO PUNISH THOSE RESPONSIBL'O FOR THE BlOODBATH BUT ~AOE IT 
KNOWN T~AT THEY '~OliLD NOT BE Sl'SPEN~ING THEIR AID TO T~f CENTRAL 
AFP I CAN COUNTRY. 
THE BELGIAN APPROACH COINGIPES WITH THE MEETING OF MfMBERS OF THE 
271424Z 6990 9112466 AFij75B 
UNION'S POLITICAL COMMITTEE IN ~RUSSELS TODAY AND TOMORROW THE 
COMMITTEE IS MADE UP OF THE HEADS OF POLITICAL DEPARTMENTS IN 
FOREIGN MINISTRIES OR THEIR DEPUTIES FROM "HE 15 EU COUNTRIES. 
TOGETHER WITH THE NETHERLANDS WHICH HAS ALREADY SIJSPENDED DIRECT 
AID, BELGIUM Will URGE THE EU TO TAKE "EQUIVALENT MEASURES" IT 
WOULD BE USEFUL FOq THE EUROPEAN UNION TO SE~D A CLEAR POLITICAL 
SIGNAL TO KIGALI T~AT >UCH ACTION BY THE MILITARY IS TOTALLY 
UNACCEPTABLE, IT WAS BEING SAID IN DIPLOMATIC CIRCLES ON WED~IESDAY. 
ACCORDING TO THE SAME CIRCLES, IT MUST BE MADE PEqFECTLY CLEAR TO 
THE RWANDAN GOVERNMENT "THAT liE ARE VERY SERIOUS ABOUT THIS." 
IIPASSAGE OMI TTEDl l 
THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND 
D I SSFM I NAT I ON IS pqoH I B I TED W' THOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT 
OWNERS. 
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FBIS RESTON VAI/POLCH/1 
CDRUSASO I C \1ASH DC/ /0 I Sl I 
FBIS LONDON UK 
MARCORI~TACT DET QUANTICO VA 
FA/SA FT RRPGG NC 
DA AMHS WASHINGTON DC 
STORAGE C~NTER FBio RESTON VA 
DEF I NTAC.NCY WA SH DC 
'lOA WASHINGTON DC 
AFISA A~HS BOLLING AFB DC 
SECSTATE 1/ASHINGTON DCI/INq/liECA/1 
AMEMBASSY BUJUMBURA 
USDELMC BRUSSELS BE 
AMEMBASSY NP. I ROB I ' 
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US SURV~Y SEC SHAPE BE 
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ACCT FBUR-H1DK 
IJNCLAS 7BILD 
IIAPNING ' ATTN CIFM 
ATTN NAT OM/ L 
SEPIAL : RR76l!4153J95 
COL1NTRY : RELGIUM 
SUBJ : DERYCKE ANNOUNCES PARTIAL SUSPENSION OF AID TO RWANDA 
REF : LD75l!4214:l95 PARIS RADIO FqAtiCE INTERNATIONAL FRENCY ~51830 
GMT -- GOVERNMENT SUSPENDS A' 0 TO R 1~ANDP 
SOL'RCE : ANTWERP DE F I NANG I EEL - EKONOM 1 SCHE T1 JO IN DUTC~ . 26 APR ~5 
p 38 
•En: 
II ii'JNATTRIBUTEO ARTICL~ : "BELGIUM SUSPENDS PART OF BILATERAL 
AID TO qliANDA") l 
IIFBIS TRANSLATED EXCER 0 Tll BELGIUM IS SUSPENDING A PART OF ITS 
BilATERAL AID TO RWANDA, WHILE AlimiNG AN INVESTIGATIO~I INTO THf ~ 
- KIBEHO ~ASSACR£, FoREIGN MINISTER Eq/K DERYCKE ANNOONCrn-ON TUESDAY . 
HUMAN.!!_~~' AN AID IS CONTINVIIIG, TOG~THER WITH ASSISTANCE IN _ 
REnORING A CONSTITUTIOID\r~ IN THE MEANTIME, THE FAMILY OF 
HllllVAifiiiANA HAVE LODGED A COMPLAINT \1 1 TH THE ltiTERNATIO~IAL COURT OF 
.IUSTIC£ lN THE HAGUE AGAINST TH E SUSPECTED PERPETRATORS OF THE 
ATTACK ON THE PRESIDENTIAL PLANE ON 6 APRIL t9B4 . 
AFTEq THE STRONG CONDEMNA•ION OF THE MASSACRE IN KIBEHO, THF. 
BElGIAN GOVERNMENT HAS CAL 1. EO FOR A THOROUGH INVESTIGATION liYICH 
MU~T RESULT IN THE IDENTIFICATION A~D PL'NISHMEtiT OF THOSE 
RE~PONSIBIE FOR THE SLAUGHTER . IN THE ~EANTIME, BELGIUM IS 
26153BZ 11676 80\8A9 AF/l138 
SUSPENDING A PART OF ITS BI~A•ERAL AID TO RWANDA. 
BELGIAN AGPIC!II TIIRAI AND HfALT~ pROGRAMS ARE TO BE STOPPED,) -..p-
TOGETHER Iii TH BELGIAN P.SS I STANCE WITH RWANDA'S BA'. ANCE OF PAYHE_NTsj 
EMERGENCY HUMANITARIAN AID, AID IN ESTABLISHING A CONSTITUTIONPL 
STATE, AND MULTILATERAL AID ARE NOT COVERED BY THIS MEASURE. 
THE BELGIAN GOVERNMENT A~SO STRESSED THAT THE RWANDAN GOVERNMENT 
HUST ALLOW THE RED CROSS AND OTHER HUMANITARIAN NON - G~VERNMENTAL 
ORGANIZATIONS INGOS) TO CONTINUE THEIR WORK UNHINDERED. THE RWANDAN 
GOVERNMENT '~AS ASKED T0 EXP 1.AIN THE EXCLUS/0~1 OF THREE BELGIAN NGOS . 
FiNALLY, DERYCKE CALLED FOR POml VE ACTIONS BY THE R\'ANDAN 
GOVEPN~ENT TO PROMOTE A PEA~EFUL RETURN OF REFUGEES WHICH IS 
"NECESSARY FOR STABILITY IN CENTRAL AFRICA." !!PASSAGE OMITTED)) 
THIS REPORT HAY CONTAIN ~OPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND 
DISSEMINATION IS pqoHIBITED li 1THOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT 
0\iNEP.S . 
IENDALLl 26 APR MC/ROBBROEC~X/DV 2611531Z APR liC 26 1 
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R 2.1144-SZ FEB 95 
FM FBI S BRUSSELS BE 
TO FBI S RESTON V.4 
CH1CUSNAVEUR LONDON UK//N2// 
AIC NORFOLK VA 
CDF PSYOPGP FT BRAGG NC//ASOF-POG-SB/1 
FBIS RESTON VA//Mil/1 
FBI S RESTON VA// POL CHI/ 
CDRUSASO I C ~'ASH DC//D I S/1 
FBIS LONDON UK 
MARCORINTACT DET QUANTICO VA 
FAISA FT RRAGG NC 
DA AMH S \lASH I NGTQN DC 
STORAGE CENTER FBI S RESTON VA 
DEF I NTAr.NCY WASH DC 
1/0A WASHINGTON DC 
AF I SA AMHS BOLL I NG AFB DC 
AMEMBASSY BRUSSELS/ /POL I I 
AMEMBASSY BRUSSELS/ /DAO/ I 
AMEMBASSY BRUSSELS//PR/1 
SECSTATE \lASH I NGTON DC/ I I N~/\IECA/ I 
AMEMBASSY BUJUMBIJRA 
AMEMBASSY NAIROBI 
FBIS ABID.IAN IV 
FBI S MBABANE liZ 
MPC FT GEO G MEADE MD 
JAC MOLES\IORTH RAF MOLESWOqTH L'K//DOAM/1 
US SURVEY SEC SHAPE BE 
NAIC WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//TAI// 
ACCT FBBR-E WOK 
UNCL AS 7B/l D 
IIARN I NG: ATTN C I FM 
SERIAL: BR219214499S 
COL1NTRY: BELGIUM 
SUBJ: MAGISTRATES TO PROV 1DE JUOIC'Al ASSISTANCE TO PWANDA 
SOLIRCE: HRI!SSEL$ LA liBRE BElfciQUE IN FRENCH l7 FEB P 7 
TEXT: 
II ( (IJNATTRIBUTED REPORT: "BE GI.AN AID FOR RWANDA -- TO RESTORE 
.JUn ICE THROUGH THE FORMAT I ON OF POl.! CE~EN AND I STRATES"l l 
((FBIS TRANSLATED TEXTll ON THURSDAY ((16 FEBRUARY!), JUSTICE 
MIN I STER MELCHIOR IIA~~~J!~££ IV~J....@ .. J!iltQ.fJ!.§...QJ~J.~E .... ~ Y.~!.£i'itl 
POll CE IIHfHt!f£""1'1\lffjC I ~ATJ~G .. IN . .THE. TRAINING ·PROGRAM· FOR·· RWANDAN J-. 
PO!:..!£~~E,!i:A~~J:!]IJl~r<ij·]iTJ~- SOME OF THE~E BELGIAN POLICEMEN Will FlY "-" 
TO K I GA1• I ON 29 FEBRUARY. "--~~---=~· ~------·-
THE PROGRAM: .WORKED OUT IN COLLABORATION WITH RWANDA~! JUSTICE 
Mn' I STEq N' KUB I TO, MUST RECONSJBUCT THlQJT IRE JUD.Jl.llll-AP..~ARAJ·U·~-
IIH I CH liAS TOTALLY DESTROYED IN LAST Yf.AR' S GENOCIDE. NO 
INFRASHUCTURE WHATSOEVER qEMAINS AND THE COURTS' STAFFS HAVE BEfN 
REDUCED TO SOME .39 PERCENT OF ITS I~ I rIAl SIZE. TH.l.L!l.A.U!J NG 
PROGRA~,_,_-l.!lQt1..~ FEBRUARJ~~ _159 
R\IANDANS IIHt' HAVE ATTENDED A Jl'D I C I Al TJiATNTN(is I NCE EARLY JANUART. 
lllll "'lr--INSTRIYcrtinNifiVHt I GA m'll"1:Eci1'NTQ"uts iftTiti'Nshcroils ·ar' 
TH f BEL r, I AN J Uill C I .cir·ro1ic~·-THEREAr;ER~-FROMAPRiLJHRoUGH AUGL'ST 
RIIANDAN MAGISTRATES WILL... BLIR!liNED. ' ,.~- -. . ~ ... ' 
THIS INFORMATION CONF I R'1S BELG I U'1' S SUPPORT TO THE R\IANDA~ 
211452Z 8191 923992 AF4954 
NATIONAl RECONC Ill AT I ON PROCESS. THE I DENT IF I CAT I ON AND THE TRIAl 
OF THE PERPETP.ATORS, Al'THORS AND ACCOMPlICES OF THE GENOCIDE (SOME 
15, !~~DlJ..!.!l_!l.ll!j _ARE L!::~~~!!!LP~J!om-A'RrtlffANI Mousrv-~ 
CllN"s I DE RED AS Ttlt.~c;,QNDJUO. SJNE..QVA.NON.J:O~..J.H.E....C.Q.U,NJR.Y.' S ..• -
REC'~PROCESS. 
THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAl. COPYING AND 
DISSf.MINATION IS pqoHIBITED W1THOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT 
OWNERS. 
INDAlll 17 FfB LRIROBBROEC~X/S~ 21/\451Z FEB WC 224 
IUJr~l 1\~~IJ:'IJ:'n 
11111111111111 ~~;~;;;II; II;; lllllllll;y 






AFRICAN AFFAIRS f ~ u7/" 
7663 999657 AF8638 241348Z 76€3 99!1667 AF8638 
1 NFO AS-91 XYA-112 XW-91 KE-91 PMA-~1 ZF-111 BY-81 IV-01 
XW2-91 RCS-91 /011 A2 JT 
1NFO LOG-110 AF-1111 EUR-911 TEOE-11~ /llll2W 
------------------BE8D60 14l348Z /38 
R 74134~Z APR 95 
FM FBIS BRUSSELS BE 
TO FBIS RESTON V.4 
CI~CUSNAVEUR LONDON UK//N21/ 
IIH I TE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM WASP I NGTON DC I /OSTP I I 
A I C NORFOLK VA 
COP PSYOPGP FT BRAGG NC//ASOF-POG-SB/1 
FBIS RESTON VA//POLCH// 
CDRUSASO I C \'ASH DC/ /0 I Sf/ 
FBI S LONDON UK 
MAP COR I ~TACT OET QUANT I CO VA 
FAISA FT HRPGG NC 
OA AMHS WASHINGTON DC 
STORAGE CENTER FBI S RESTON VA 
OEF INTA'.NCY WASH DC 
'lOA WASHINGTON DC 
AFISA A~HS BOLLING AFB DC 




MLO ROM': IT 
FBIS ABIDJAN IV 
MPC FT GEO G MEADE MD 
.lAC MOLESHORTH RAF MOLESWOqTH L'K/ /OOAM/ I 
US SURV':Y SEC SHAPE BE 
NAIC WRIGHT PATTF.RSON AFB OH//TAI// 
ACCT FB9R-H'DK 
IJNCLAS 7B/LO 




COL1NTRY: RELG I UM 
SUPJ: DERIJCKF.--SITUATION I~' RWA~DA 'HAS GONE A STF.P TOO "AR' 
SOL'RCE: RRUSSEL$ BRTN-TVl TELEVISION NETWORK IN DUTCH 17311 GMT 23 
APR 95 
TEXT: 
II ((INTERVIEW WITH FOREIGN MINISTER ERIK OERIJCKE RY PETEq 
lfEPLI NOoN -- RECORDED) l 
((FBIS TRANSLATED TEXTll (!TANGHEll ON BEHALF OF THE BELGIAN 
GOVERNM':NT, FOREIGN MiNISTER ERIK OER 1JCKE RF.AGTEO WITH iNDIGNATION 
TO THE BLOODSHED BY THE RWANDA~ ARMY. UNDER THE PRESENT 
CIPCUMSTANCES, HE SAID, COOPERATION BEH'EEN THE NEW RF.GIME 1~ RWANDA 
AND THE INTERNATIONAL COMMVN I TY RISKS BECOMING II"POSS I Bl E. 
((QEqiJCKEll '~E WILL CERTAI~1LY N()T STOP HIJMANITARIAN COOP~RATION 
BECAUSE MY FIRST CONCERN IS THE I.JEL 1_ -REI NG OF THE MAN IN THE STREET 
RUT IJE "lUST ACT VEP.V CAUTIOUSLY. \.1~ HAVE DONE SO IN THE PAST ' 
ANYWAY. liE HAVE ONLY COOP~RATEO IN SECTORS I. IKE AGRICULTURE AND 
.IUSTICE; INDEED RESTORING JUSTICE IS ESSENTIAL IN RWANDA. AS FAP AS 
THE REST IS CONCF.RNED, I THINK WE M'JST TAKE A CAREFUL LOOK AT THE 
SITUATI()N. 
((VEqL'NDENll WHAT SPECIF 1 C. MEAS 1JRF.S CAN BE TAKEN? DO YOV HAVE 
ANY KIN~ OF AUTHORITY TO EXERT PRESSURE? 
((DERIJCKEll I TH 1 N~ THAT BELGIUM ALONE CANNOT DO MUCH. HOWEVER, 
WE COULD SEND CLEAR AND STRAIGHTFORWARD SIGNP.LS THROUGH THF. EU AND 
ALSO THE UN I TED NATIONS -- ~AVBE THROUGH THE SECUq I TY COUNf, I l -- TO 
THE PRESENT R\IANDA~ GOVERNM':NT SAYING THAT TPE SITUATION HAS GONE A 
STF.P TOO FAR. 
THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. .COPYING AND 
0 I SSEM I NAT I ON IS pqoH I B I TEO W1 THOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT 
OWNEP.S. 
(ENOALLl 23\7211 ONfWVLIE/DV 24/1348Z APR WG 713 
UNCLASSIFIED 
